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WHAT CAN A  
SMART DOLLY  
DO FOR ME?

Blumenbecker dollies have been used all over 
the world for many years and – for a good rea
son. Their failure rate is practically zero. We 
also set new standards with our unique support 
service, which includes for example having our 
own maintenance stations at airports.

With its innovative SMART DOLLY Blumen
becker is taking the next step forward. 

Intelligent tracking
No more unnecessary searches and no wasting 
of valuable manpower. The tracking function fit-
ted to our SMART DOLLY means that you always 
know the exact position of each dolly on the air-
port apron.

Current status overview 
Which dolly is loaded, which one is free and 
 available for use? Simply call up the current sta-
tus of your dollies and avoid unnecessary trips out 
to the apron.

Realistic service intervals 
Some dollies have a heavy loading schedule while 
others do not. Our system analyses the operating 
performance and draws up loading profiles so that 
servicing is carried out according to need – and is 
not merely based on calendar dates.

Transportable and 
repairfriendly
Our SMART DOLLIES 
are not just intelligent 
but are adaptable, 
too. Simply remove 
the side-sections to 
reduce the overall 
width of the dolly so 
that it can easily fit into a standard 40‘ container. 
This means that your dollies can be shipped cost-
effectively – and can for example be send to other 
airports to help manage spikes in demand.

This facility also allows dollies with damaged 
side-sections to be re-fitted with new components 
quickly and easily. 
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OUR SMART DOLLY WILL  
SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY.



Detachable side-sections
Steerable front and 
rear axles possible

Container rocker

Rotatable deck
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Zinc coated or painted 
in RAL colours

Available in  
5, 10 or 20-foot 
lengths

Castor deck  
or roller deck

Payloads of  
1,800 to 30,000 kg

Transverse or longitudinal 
deck configuration

Blumenbecker Dollies

BUILD YOUR OWN PERSONALISED DOLLIES!

All Blumenbecker dollies are freely configurable 
– according to your precise preferences. You can 
choose the length, loading space, payload and 
operating features that best meet your needs.

Side or rear 
loading fingers 



PRODUCTS AND AFTER-SALES 
UNDER ONE ROOF.

Blumenbecker Technik GmbH, Bahnhofstraße 11b, 06246 Bad Lauchstädt, Germany
T: +49 34636 714-0, F: +49 34636 714-29,bt@blumenbecker.com, www.bt.blumenbecker.com

Blumenbecker has been develop-
ing and building technology for 
airports for over 30 years. Thanks 
to this experience, we are able to 
understand your requirements and 
build the product that best suits 
your processes.

Our airport ground equipment
| Baggage and freight trailers
| Dollies
| Aircraft steps
| Special airside appliances


